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Ontology-based approach:

1) Specific meta-models are endowed with an ontology interface to the meta-model of the Factory as a whole (T-box of classes, properties, restrictions)

2) The specific models (and corresponding software applications) implements an interface to the model of the Factory as a whole (A-box of individuals) to guarantee the interoperability in a star-network fashion
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> Svitare le viti del componente <
Lesson 1
screwing off the bolts

1. Open the door.
2. Get the electric screwdriver.
3. Screw off the bolt (3 of 6).

Lesson 2
measuring tyres pressure

1. Put back the electric screwdriver to its holder.
2. Open the cap on the holder of the chain of drawers.
3. Screw the joint to the valve.
4. Connect the electronic pressure gauge to the joint.
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VR/AR Training

Vision system for supporting the operator during the setup of a lathe

- Natural features taken from the environment
- GUI for suggestions on which tool should be set-up and on current state
- Operations correctness check, features tracking in live videostream
- Automated control of process, based on features tracking
VR/AR Training
Become a member of Europe’s largest network of VR and AR professionals and benefit from our member services ...
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